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Abstract
Supported by academic researchers, the restaurant industry has devoted enormous effort to the task of conceptualizing and developing measures of “service quality,” based on the reasonable proposition that restaurant guests’ satisfaction relies on quality of service. However, it has become clear to us that quality alone is not the full measure of how restaurant guests gauge or react to their servers’ actions. Consequently, in this CHR report, we measure the effects of “service style,” which we conceptualize as a manner of delivering guest service that is specifically identifiable on some dimension other than quality. We feel that this issue of service style has largely been overlooked, and we believe it’s important to assess the effectiveness of different service styles in a particular restaurant context.
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Executive Summary

Customers notice when a restaurant’s service style is congruent with its brand image, and a coherent interaction of these two factors influences their levels of satisfaction. Based on the idea that front-line service style is distinctive and identifiable, this report investigates the issue of matching service style with brand image using scenarios that simulate service at two different casual dining restaurants. The study finds that the evaluations of the service organization (and server’s expected tips) by just over 100 student respondents are highest when the employee’s mannerisms are congruent with the restaurant’s brand image. The results indicate that the reason for this is that guest expectations are met and the service experience is seen as more authentic when servers adopt a brand-congruent service style. One implication for managers is that they should recruit employees whose service style “fits” with the restaurant brand. Another implication is that managers might consider training existing employees to act in a way that is consistent with the organization’s brand image. That said, it seems unlikely that asking employees to fake authenticity would be a successful approach.
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Fitting Restaurant Service Style to Brand Image for Greater Customer Satisfaction

Michael Giebelhausen, Evelyn Chan, and Nancy J. Sirianni

Supported by academic researchers, the restaurant industry has devoted enormous effort to the task of conceptualizing and developing measures of “service quality,” ¹ based on the reasonable proposition that restaurant guests’ satisfaction relies on quality of service. However, it has become clear to us that quality alone is not the full measure of how restaurant guests gauge or react to their servers’ actions. Consequently, in this CHR report, we measure the effects of “service style,” which we conceptualize as a manner of delivering guest service that is specifically identifiable on some dimension other than quality. We feel that this issue of service style has largely been overlooked, and we believe it’s important to assess the effectiveness of different service styles in a particular restaurant context.

In this report we extend recent research on employee–brand alignment as it applies to two different types of casual-dining restaurant. By controlling service styles through a simulated restaurant service experience for 104 student respondents, the results demonstrate how an “extroverted” service style outperforms a “reserved” service style at an American-theme casual restaurant, while the opposite is true for a Japanese casual restaurant where the reserved style outperforms extroverted service. We find that, overall, neither service style is universally more effective than the other, indicating that it is the congruence between brand and service style that matters. Additional analyses indicate that the reason for this effect is that when servers adopt a brand-congruent service style, the service experience is more consistent with guest expectations. This congruence increases guests’ perceptions of authenticity, improves service evaluations, and boosts server tips.

Elements of a Brand

Brand personality. A key building block of brand image is brand personality, which has received considerable attention in both the academic literature and popular press. Just as human personality, in its infinite complexity, is theorized to originate from five fundamental factors (i.e., openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism), brand personality is also thought to originate from distinctive mixtures of fundamental ingredients. The most popular framework for brand personality was developed by Jennifer Aaker, who proposed five dimensions, namely, sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness. Different formulations of these dimensions contribute to different brand identities that result in expectations regarding how the brand (and its employees) will behave.

Expectations. Expectations are fundamental building blocks of satisfaction judgments. As first described by Oliver, satisfaction results from a process whereby expectations of an experience are compared with performances. Any resulting differences are influential in determining satisfaction. In particular, when performance is worse than expectations, dissatisfaction is often the outcome. A question relevant to this study is whether an unexpected service style will violate expectations and thereby lower service evaluations. For insights regarding this issue, we can turn to the branding-related philosophy of integrated marketing communications (IMC).

IMC. The integrated marketing communications philosophy recommends that marketers strategically integrate all marketing communications in a way that maintains a consistent brand image, position, and message across all consumer “touchpoints.” One reason for such consistency, relevant to this research, is the well-established phenomenon of cognitive dissonance, whereby humans experience psychological discomfort when they encounter conflicting information. This is especially the case when the information in question is seen as highly diagnostic or relevant. Arguably, encounters with front-line employees are excellent examples of this type of highly diagnostic information. In service settings, interpersonal interaction and word-of-mouth communications are far more informative than traditional marketing communications. Thus, front-line employees are crucially important for communicating brand information. Indeed, it is often said that they are the brand. So, the key issue is what exactly will happen if a guest perceives a discrepancy between the brand image and the employee’s service style. Recent research on the topic of authenticity can provide insight on this matter.

Authenticity. Brand authenticity is connected to terms such as stability, endurance, and consistency. Thus, it is a concept highly relevant to situations where consumers perceive inconsistencies in brand-originated communications. More and more, authenticity is a key driver of satisfaction in service environments. For example, research has found that an authentic smile can improve service satisfaction, while a fake smile does not. Particularly relevant to this study, in their recent Journal of Marketing article, co-author Nancy Siriani and her colleagues found that aligning employee behavior with brand positioning only improved brand evaluations when the alignment was seen as authentic. This finding strongly suggests that authenticity plays a key role into how service style affects service evaluations.
Summary and propositions. We suggest that front-line employee service style, independent from quality, can have a profound impact on service evaluations. In particular, we propose that when employees behave in a way that is inconsistent with expectations resulting from the restaurant’s brand image, consumers will perceive this discrepancy in a negative light. Furthermore, we suggest that these unmet expectations will result in perceptions that the service is lacking in authenticity. In contrast, we suggest that an employee whose behavior is consistent with the overall service environment will generate perceptions of an authentic service experience and that these perceptions will result in higher service evaluations. See Exhibit 1 for a conceptual model of our proposed process.

Empirical Support
To provide empirical support for the above propositions, we conducted a scenario-based experiment to determine what would happen when service style and brand image were congruent and when they were incongruent. The study utilized the following 2 x 2 between subjects design: casual restaurant brand image: American or Japanese by service style: extroverted or reserved. Participants were randomly assigned to the four resulting conditions. One hundred and twenty-one undergraduate students participated within a four-day period in exchange for course credit. The demographics of those undergraduate students were as follows: respondents’ reported ages ranged from 19 to 25 with a mean of 20.57, and 55 percent were women. The initial sample included 30 freshmen, 50 sophomores, 26 juniors, and 15 seniors. Respondents hailed from all corners of the university, with 22 majors represented, including art history, business, hotel administration, mechanical engineering, and sociology. Of participants who gave residence information, 97 reported being United States residents, and 24 students represented ten other countries.

Stimulus and procedure. Two ethnic-theme casual-dining restaurants were simulated as the service context for this study, chosen for both the prevalence of these services and their distinctive identifiable characteristics. We chose American and Japanese brand identities because of their substantially different norms when it comes to interpersonal interactions. Many qualities the Japanese value in interpersonal interactions (such as reserve and formality) are discouraged in the American culture, while qualities that Americans value (such as self-assertion, informality, and extroversion) are historically discouraged in the Japanese culture. Also, we reasoned that our sample population would be familiar enough with these cultural norms to recognize when the behavior of the server did or did not fit with the restaurant’s brand image. We should point out that there are many instances when a formal, reserved service style might be expected in America, notably in a fine-dining restaurant. This was the reason that we studied service in casual-dining restaurants: to make sure that we could effectively manipulate the congruence between the behavior of the server and the brand image of the restaurant.

A college-age Asian American actress (hailing from Texas) was hired to create audio recordings for our study. For the service style manipulation, participants listened to voice recordings of their server greeting them and telling them about the restaurant’s specials. The “extroverted” service style was designed to be more energetic, talkative, informal, and relaxed. The “formal” service style was portrayed as more professional, reserved, and respectful. Ambient restaurant noises (for example, sounds of clinking cutlery and muted conversations) were added to the voice recordings to create more realistic restaurant simulations. A picture of the actress, dressed in a waitress uniform accompa-
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Welcome to the American Burger Bistro!
The American Burger Bistro is a casual, authentic American restaurant in New York City located along the main street of SoHo. With our comfy booths and delicious home-cooked goodness, our Bistro is the perfect place for you to indulge in authentic American classics like burgers, dogs, fries, and shakes. Our signature dish is the All-American Burger: a delicious char-grilled Angus patty topped with crisp bacon, melted American cheese, lettuce, and tomato slices on a toasted sesame seed bun. Join us for an authentic All-American experience at the American Burger Bistro.

Irasshaimase! Welcome to the Tsurugi Sushi Bar!
The Tsurugi Sushi Bar is an authentic, traditional Japanese restaurant in New York City located along the main street of SoHo. With our Zen-inspired decor and masterful sushi chefs from Tokyo, the Tsurugi Sushi Bar is the perfect place for you to indulge in authentic Japanese classics like sushi, sashimi, tempura, and warm sake. Our signature dish is the Tsurugi Special: a delicious sushi roll made with yellowfin tuna, cucumber, and avocado, wrapped with thin slices of seared kobe beef, and topped with spicy mayo and crisp tempura flakes. Join us for an authentic Japanese dining experience at the Tsurugi Sushi Bar.

To manipulate brand identity, before listening to the recordings, study participants read a short description about one of two fictitious New York City restaurants, the American Burger Bistro or the Tsurugi Sushi Bar (see Exhibit 2). Participants were then asked to imagine that they were about to dine at this restaurant. The descriptions of the two restaurants were phrased similarly to provide information about their location, ambience, and cuisine. In the audio recording, background music was added to enhance the brand of each restaurant. The 1969 rock hit “Bad Moon Rising,” by Creedence Clearwater Revival, was used in the American Burger Bistro recordings, and Itsuki No Komoriuta, a traditional Japanese folk song, was integrated into the Tsurugi Sushi Bar recordings (see Exhibit 3).

Measurement of variables. After they read one of the four manipulated scenarios, participants completed a questionnaire which was identical for each condition other than the restaurant names and corresponding menu items. Dependent, outcome variables collected by this questionnaire were service
evaluations or attitudes and projected tip.\textsuperscript{14} To measure the tip amount, participants were asked to imagine that they were particularly hungry and were ordering one appetizer (out of four selections) and one main course (also out of four selections). They were then told that their meal cost $15 in total and were asked to indicate the tip they would leave. Process variables collected included expectation confirmation or disconfirmation and perceived authenticity. The extent to which the service was consistent with expectations was measured with the following (inverse) question, rated on a nine-point Likert-type scale: “The service I received at the American Burger Bistro [or Tsurugi Sushi Bar] was very different than what I would expect.” The respondent’s rating number was subtracted from nine, so that the score would represent the level of confirmation of expectations (rather than disconfirmation). Authenticity was measured using a nine-item, seven-point semantic-differential scale, as described in Exhibit 4. A factor analysis (principal components with varimax rotation) showed that three of the nine items were not strongly associated with the primary factor. These three items, traditional versus untraditional, atypical versus typical, and generic versus unique, highlighted in Exhibit 4, were removed from consideration, resulting in a Cronbach’s alpha of .931—a statistic indicative of a highly reliable measure.

In addition to demographics, the questionnaire also collected several “control variables.” One was designed to measure how much the participants liked the type of food featured in their scenario using the following three items, on a seven-point scale:

\begin{itemize}
\item “What is your overall evaluation regarding the type of food served at this restaurant?”
\item “In general, how much do you like this style of cuisine?”
\item “How interested would you be in dining at a restaurant that served this type of food?”
\end{itemize}

Previously published scales were used to measure:

\begin{itemize}
\item (1) perception of the professionalism of server,
\item (2) competence of server,
\item (3) friendliness of server,
\item (4) the participants’ level of expertise with similar restaurants, and
\item (5) mood.\textsuperscript{15}
\end{itemize}

The questionnaire also included a thought-listing exercise that allowed respondents to jot down their thoughts during the experiment; a verbatim question, which asked what the participant thought the study was about; and an honesty or accuracy check, which was a seven-point scale to determine whether participant answered all the questions as honestly and accurately as possible.

\textbf{Data cleaning.} We removed participants who clearly did not participate fully in the study, starting with the seven participants who answered “No” to the question “Were you able to play and hear the audio file?,” since the aural element was an essential part of the methodology. Four participants who evidently raced through the questionnaire were removed, as well as two participants who took more than an hour to complete the survey. We judged that the questionnaire would take about ten minutes to complete, so we set a minimum of five minutes for completion. Also removed were three participants who reported on the data quality check that they did not answer as honestly or accurately as possible. We also took out two participants who reported tips of $17 and $20 on a
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with our propositions, planned follow-up comparisons revealed
that the extroverted service style resulted in directionally higher
service evaluations at the American restaurant ($M_{\text{American}} = 5.66,
M_{\text{Japanese}} = 5.32, p = .048$), while the formal service style resulted
in significantly higher service evaluations at the Japanese res-

$15$ dollar check. These two responses were likely typos. Those
participants may have intended to tip $17$ and $20$ percent, but we
could not determine what the actual intended tip was. Last, to
reduce the influence of outliers, three responses were removed
where the service evaluation scores were more than two stan-
dard deviations from the mean. This cleaning process resulted in
a final sample size of $104$.

**Service evaluation analysis.** An analysis of covari-
ance (ANCOVA) was conducted with service evaluations as the
dependent variable while controlling for the participants’ mood.
The results revealed a statistically significant “interaction” of
restaurant type and service style ($F(1,99) = 6.92, p = 0.010$),
clearly indicating that the effect of service style on customers’
evaluations differs across the two restaurant types. Consistent

**Tip amount analysis.** ANCOVA with tip amount as the
dependent variable while controlling for the server’s perceived
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Exhibit 5

Service evaluations

![Service evaluations chart](chart.png)

Note: Error bars show 95% confidence interval.
competency revealed a significant interaction of restaurant type and service style in determining tip amount ($F(1,97) = 4.95, p = .028$). Consistent with expectations, extroverted service delivered in the American archetype restaurant generated tips that were 2.13-percent higher on average ($M_{American} = 20.35\%, M_{Japanese} = 18.22\%, p = .039$). The formal service style, however, performed only marginally better for servers at the Japanese restaurant ($M_{American} = 17.65\%, M_{Japanese} = 19.37\%, p = .087$). Again, there were no main (i.e., overall) effects of either brand archetype ($F(1,97) = .056, p = .813$) or service style ($F(1,97) = .776, p = .380$). The bar chart in Exhibit 6 shows 95% confidence intervals for projected tip percentages.

**Mediation (process) analysis.** Next, we conducted a serial mediation-process analysis to test the conceptual model presented in Exhibit 1. As a first step, we created an effect-coded categorical variable to represent whether the service style was congruent with brand image. The assigned a code of 1 to the extroverted American condition and to the formal Japanese condition. Likewise, we coded the American formal condition and Japanese extroverted condition as -1. Regression analysis indicated a statistically significant positive relationship between having a brand-congruent service style and confirming guest expectations ($b = .280, t = 1.82, p = .036$). Similarly, there was a significant direct relationship between confirmed expectations and perceived authenticity ($b = .232, t = 2.95, p = .002$). Also, there was a significant direct effect of authenticity perceptions on service evaluations ($b = .272, t = 4.7734, p < .001$).
The mediating process was also evaluated using Preacher and Hayes’s bootstrap procedure. The 90-percent bias-corrected confidence interval generated by the 1,000 bootstrap iterations did not include zero (.0027 to .0503), indicating the overall serial indirect effect was statistically significant. After accounting for this indirect path, there remained a significant relationship between service style congruence and service evaluations ($b = .1565$, $t = 2.20, p = .015$)—indicating that other mechanisms may also be operating. In summary, we found support for our proposed conceptual model. However, the results suggest that our measured variables do not fully explain the positive relationship between brand-congruent service style and service evaluations. Thus, future research is necessary to fully understand the positive relationship between brand-congruent service style and service evaluations.

General Discussion

The experiment presented here provides empirical support for our propositions regarding how the alignment of brand image and employee service style can affect service evaluations. In brief, the results demonstrated that a service style aligned with the concept drove higher evaluations. The “reserved” service style outperformed an “extroverted” service style in the simulated restaurant with a Japanese brand image and the reverse was true for a restaurant with an American image. It is important to note that neither the extroverted nor the reserved style was rated better overall (outside of the restaurant brand context), as indicated by the fact that we found no main effect of service style. Rather, the style’s effectiveness in generating positive service evaluations (and tips) depended on the context in which it was delivered.

We must note, though, that our analysis indicated a missing (unidentified) factor, as the results of our serial mediation analysis indicated that relationship between brand-congruence and service evaluations was partially explained by confirmation of expectations and perceptions of authenticity. This is an important finding as it helps to build a bridge between the satisfaction literature and recent research on the topic of service authenticity. However, future research is necessary to fully understand the effect that aligning employee service style with brand-image has on service evaluations—as well as isolating other possible factors.

The results of this research have significant managerial implications—particularly concerning the selection and training of service employees. To create better experiences, management should rigorously maintain an IMC approach and strive to ensure that the service delivered by front-line employees is consistent with the brand image created via the other elements of the marketing mix. For example, management can recruit service employees who embody the restaurant’s brand and have the ability or potential to provide the expected type of service. Alternatively, management can ensure that the training and evaluation programs for service employees encourage and help them to align their behaviors to the restaurant brand. By no means, however, do we suggest that employees falsify their service approach. Care must be taken to ensure that these tactics result in an authentic service style. As mentioned above, Nancy Sirianni and her colleagues found that when service employees delivered a brand-consistent service style in an inauthentic manner, service evaluations did not go up.

Future research on this topic is clearly needed to validate and extend the results presented in this report. For one, researchers might wish to replicate this study in a field setting or with different populations and service contexts. Future research might also examine the effects of employee training programs on both service evaluations and employee job satisfaction. Additionally, there may be opportunities to find instances where violating expectations in a positive way (perhaps in a way that consumer find amusing) will increase, rather than decrease, service evaluations. Our hope is that this report and the authenticity scale it offers will be useful for both researchers and managers dedicated to creating exceptional guest experiences. 
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